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A fast scanning method for one-dimensional surface profile measurement is proposed. The profile is

measured by integration of a slope distribution of the surface obtained from angular deflection of a

scanning laser beam. A scanning optical system that consists principally of a spherical concave mirror

and a rotating scanner mirror has reasonably low cost and is insensitive to mechanical vibration because

of its high-speed scanning, of the order ofmilliseconds. A surface profile ofa polygonal mirror along a

5-mm width was measured with the scanning method and with an interferometer. The root-mean-

square difference between the two measured results is 0.98 nm.c2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 120.2830, 120.3940, 120.4640, 120.5800, 120.6650.

1. Introduction

In the development of high-precision technology for

surface processing, the control and inspection of sur-

face profiles during manufacturing are important,

and in-process lOO% inspection of products should be

carried out to prevent the shipment of defective prod-

ucts. In general, interferometers or instruments

made by the stylus method have been used for in-

spections. However, these instruments need a spe-

cialized measurement room because they are
vulnerable to mechanical vibration. Therefore in-

process lOO% inspection cannot be expected as long
as these measurement instruments are used.

We describe a method of one-dimensional surface

profile measurement by integrating a slope distribu-

tion that we obtain by detecting angular deflection of

a scanning laser beam. Measurements of slope dis-
tribution have already been made; e.g., Smolka and

Caudelll translated a test object for measuring a

slope distribution. Takacs et al.2 and Weingえrtner

et al.3 translated an optical system and took into

consideration the influences of a mechanical system.
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Since they used a mechanical traverser for the trans-

lation of the test object or the translation of the op-

tical system, the translating speed was not su氏cient
to make the measurement insensible to vibration.

In this paper a scanning method with high speed is

proposed. This scanning method is insensitive to

vibration because the high measurement speed is of

the order of milliseconds. In addition, the optical

system possesses a measurement accuracy of the or-

der ofnanometers. Therefore it is possible to apply

the scanning method to an in-process automatic pro-

file inspection system for the manufacture of preci-

sion products.

First, the basic scheme for measuring a one-

dimensional profile from a slope distribution ofa test

surface by detecting angular deflection of a laser

beam probing the surface is described in Section 2.

The concept of the slope measurement is same as

that proposed by Evans.4　Second, it is shown that

an optical system constructed from a spherical con-

cave mirror and a rotating scanner mirror can scan

a probing beam at high speed. The optical system
is nonaberrational and achromatic. However, some

modi丘cations to the arrangement of optical compo-

nents are required for a test object to be inserted into

the optical system for measurement of the one-

dimensional surface profile. A氏er the sequential

modifications, a practical optical system is deter-
mined, as described in Section 3. These modifica-

tions cause deviations from the ideal deflection of the

laser beam. We analyze the deviations in Section 4

to make clear the characteristics of the optical sys-
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Fig. 1. Basic schematic for measurement of a one-dimensional

surface pro丘Ie by detection of angular deflection.

tem. The effects of a positioning error of the test

surface are analyzed in Section 5. Third, the quan-

titative influence of the errors in the experimental

setup is calculated in Section 6. Finally, in Section

7 we describe a one-dimensional surface profile mea-

surement that is carried out by this scanning method

without a vibration isolator in the setup. The mea-

sured result is compared with the pro丘Ie obtained by
an interferometer to show the usefulness of the scan-

rung method.

2. Basic Scheme for Measurement

A basic schematic of one-dimensional surface profile

measurement by detection of angular deflection is

shown in Fig. 1. Abeam emitted from light source L

is scanned on sample surface S. Letthex axis be the

scanning direction, which is perpendicular to the in-

cident beam. The surface profile and the slope of the

surface along the x-axis direction are expressed by

/(x) and Q(x), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. If8

≪ 1, the differential off{ェ) is given by

df(x)

dx
- tan 9(ェ　　e(x).　　　　(D

Now the beam is incident onto point P on the surface.
The re負ected beam deviates from the incident beam

by angle 28. We find this angle 26 by measuring
beam deflection A - 20/ at distance / from point P.

Carrying out the same measurement of many points
on the surface, we obtain a distribution of deflection

A(a:). Integration of distribution A(∫) and expres-

sion (1) gives the one-dimensional surface profile /"(x)
as follows:

封A(x)d* - B(x)dx - f{x).　　(2)

We make use of a photosensor such as a position-

sensing detector (PSD) to make the measurement of

the deflection A(x). Because the output of the sensor

is proportional to the position of the beam spot on the

sensor, we have to determine proportionality con-

stant α by comparing a measured surface profile with

a known surface profile.
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Fig. 2. Optical system forscanninga beam by use of lens LN and

scanner mirror SM.

3. Optical System

To carry out a high-speed measurement of distribu-

tion ofdeflection A(x) with the basic scheme shown in

Section 2 we must scan the beam spot along the sur-

face at a high speed, and the reflected beam must
reach a PSD.

For this measurement the optical system shown in

Fig. 2 is considered. The beam emitted丘・om light

source L is incident upon a rotating scanner mirror,

SM. As scanner mirror SM is placed at focal dis-

tance fof lens LN, the beam reflected from the scan-

ner mirror is incident perpendicularly onto sample

surface S, which is parallel to lens LN. If surface S

is flat plane, the beam reflected from it retraces the

incident beams path precisely. To make the re-

fleeted beam incident onto position-sensing detector
D and measure the distribution of deflection, we in-

sert half-mirror HM between light source L and scan-
ner mirror SM. If surface S is not flat and has a

slope 6, deflection A - /B appears on the focal plane of

lens LN. Deflection A is imaged onto detector D by

lens DL. To carry out an accurate beam scan and

measurement, we need a lens whose abe汀ation is

highly compensated. Because lens LN would be-

come expensive under these conditions, another op-

tical system must be considered.

In this paper the optical system shown in Fig. 3,

which makes use of a spherical concave mi汀or in-

stead of a lens, is proposed. The rotation axis of
scanner mirror SM coincides with the center of cur-

Fig. 3. Optical system for scanning a beam by use of spherical
concave mirror CM and scanner mirror SM, where R is the radius

of curvature of the concave mirror.



Fig. 4. Introduction of plane mirror and sample surface S into

Fig. 3. The PM and the S are put into incident path SM-CM and

reaected path CM-SM, respectively.

LD

Fig. 5. Separation of sample surface S and plane mirror PM in

Fig. 4. S is detached from the PM by AL, with the distance be-

tween CM and S maintained at R/2.
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vature of spherical concave mirror CM, where it is

the radius of curvature of mirror CM. The beam

reaected from the scanner mirror is incident perpen-

dicularly onto concave mirror CM, and the beam re-

fleeted from it retraces the path of the incident beam

precisely. Hence the position of the beam spot on

detector D is constant, independently of the rotation

angle of the scanner mirror. The optical system is

reasonably low cost because it is free of spherical
aberration and is achromatic without the need for

optical compensation.

In this optical system one must consider where

sample surface S should be put to produce deflection

A on the detector. Figure 4 shows that plane mir-

ror PM and sample surface S are put into the inci-
dent path SM-CM and the reflected path CM-SM,

respectively. The beam re負ected from scanner
mirror SM is incident onto concave mirror CM

through plane mirror PM. The beam reflected
from concave mirror CM is incident onto scanner

mirror SM through surface S. The rotation of
scanner mirror SM makes the beam spot move on

surface S. We define Lf - |SM-PM-CM| andLr -
|CM-S-SM| as the path lengths of the incident
beam and of the reflected beam, respectively. The
condition Lt - Lr - R provides a nonaberrational
optical system for the scanning. Moreover, it pro-
vides maximization of lateral resolution in the scan-

nmg because the distance between concave mirror

CM and surface S is R/2.

However, in practice it is impossible to use the

arrangement shown in Fig. 4. Therefore we must

consider an arrangement of plane mirror PM, sur-

face S, and concave mirror CM. The arrangement

in the z-x plane is shown in Fig. 5, where a

Cartesian-coordinate system is defined. The opti-
cal axis is the z axis. Concave mirror CM and

surface S move away from scanner mirror SM along

the optical axis, keepingthe distance atR/2. Then

Plane mirror PM is detached from surface S by AL

alongthe optical axis. The beam spot on surface S
IS scanned parallel to the x axis. Because the con-

ditionL, - Lr - Ris notsatisfiedinFig. 5, thebeam

reflected from surface S does not return to the orig-

inal point on scanner mirror SM from which the
beam goes out, even if surface S is a flat plane.

This displacement of the beam spot can be mini-

mum on an x-y plane that contains the rotation axis

of scanner mirror SM ifa condition for AL given in
Subsection 4.A below is satisfied. We call the x-y
plane the detecting plane, DP. This slight dis-
placement of the beam spot on detecting plane DP is
the spherical aberratioil of concave mirror CM. Its
in負uence on the measurement is discussed in Sec-

tion 4.Abelow. Deflection A that appears on plane

DPis imaged onto detectorD bylens DL. Because

the distance between the probing beam spot on sur-

face S and plane DP varies with the rotation angle

of scanner mirror SM, de允ection A is not exactly

equal to 2/9, where / is the distance between surface

S and plane DP. This deflection is discussed in
Subsection 4.B below.

Because all beam paths are in the z-x plane in Fig.

5 and concave mirror CM and plane mi汀or PM in-

tercept the traveling beam, it is still not possible to

use the a汀angement in practice. A possible ar-

rangement of optical components is shown in Fig. 6.

Rectangular concave mi汀or CM is displaced in the

∫-axis direction such that it does not intercept beam

path SM-PM. Beam path PM-CM is inclined to-
ward the ;y-axis direction; it gives a rotation to plane

mirror PM such that the beam re月ected from PM

reaches concave mirror CM. By also giving a rota-

tion to the concave mirror, plane mi汀or PM does not

intercept beam path CM-S. Although beam path

S-SM is detached from beam path SM-PM, the two

paths becomes parallel to each other by giving a ro-

tation to surface S. In these arrangements the track

of the beam spot probing surface S is deflected from a

straight line, as discussed in Subsection 4.C below.

Fine tuning of the beam spot radius on surface S is

performed by lens FL.
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Fig. 6. Optical system modi丘ed from Fig. 5. CM isgiven a dis-

placement and a rotation. PM and S are given different rotations.

Beam paths PM-CM and CM」; are inclined toward the y direc-
tion.

4. Characteristics of the Optica一 System

A. Spherical Aberration of the Concave Mirror

Denoting beam path lengths Lt and Lr on the optical

axis in Fig. 5 by Loi and Lor, respectively, we have
relation

Lor - Lot - 2AL.　　　　　　(3)

For the measurement of de負ection A, the condition

that Loi and Lor are the conjugate distance of concave
mirror CM:

1　　1　　2

+　　　　　　-

^Ol　^Qr　*t
(4)

is used. To derive the influence ofEq. (3) on the

measurement, we simplify Fig. 5 and change it to Fig.
7. The center of curvature of concave mirror CM is

D P β

Q U r

¥C M

C

Zabr / ¥ P

,0) / 0 A (dー0) '

Fig. 7. Displacement of the beam spot on detecting plane DP by

the abe汀ation of spherical concave mi汀or CM when sailiple sur-

face S is丹at. The center of curvature ofCM is at origin O ofa

Cartesian-coordinate system. Rotation axis A of scanner mirror

SM and DP is placed at conjugate points ofCM.
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at origin O ofthez-x plane. The radius of curvature

it of the concave mirror is 1, so the intersection of

concave mirror CM and the z axis is B(l, 0). The
beam emitted from the scanner mirror whose rota-

tion axis is at point A(d, 0) is incident onto point C on

concave mirror CM, which co汀esponds to the beam

path SM-PM-CM in Fig. 5, excluding plane mirror

PM. An angle formed by the incident beam's path

and thez axis is denoted <p. As the angle varies with

the rotation angle of the scanner mirror, we call <p a

scanning angle.

The beam reflected from point C is incident onto

point Q on detecting plane DP, which corresponds to

beam path CM-S-DP in Fig. 5, excluding sample

surface S. This situation is equivalent to measuring

a月at plane. From the relationLor > R > Loi, which

is derived from Eqs. (3) and (4), the2 coordinate of the
rotation axis of scanner mirrorSM is 0 < d ≪ 1, and

Loi - 1 - d. Assuming that the coordinate of the

center of detecting plane DP is D(zD, 0), we have

Lor - 1 - zD and derive

zD- -d/(l-2d)<0　　　　　(5)

from Eq. (4). Beam spot position Q on detecting

plane DP varies with scanning angle <p. The dis-

placement of beam spot Q from point D is obtained

from the spherical aberration5 of concave mirror CM.

The displacement is given by

*abr - -d与　　　　　　　(6)

where <p ≪ 1. Incident angle β formed by reflected

beam CQ and the z axis is slightly different from

scanning angle <p. It is given by

β - (1 - 2d)<p.　　　　　　(7)

A relation between AL and d is derived from Eq. (3)

and inequality (5), as follows:

2AL- -zD+d-2d.　　　　(8)

Therefore, from Eqs. (6) and (8), the in負uence of the

aberration on the measurement is limited by both

distance AL between plane mirror PM and sample

surface S and a maximum of scanning angleや.

B. Deflection of the Beam on the Detecting Plane

Figure 8 shows a situation in which sample surface S

is inserted in Fig. 7 at a distance / from detecting

plane DP. Point P on surface S is probed now. If

surface S is a flat plane, the beam reflected from

concave mirror CM goes straight and reaches point Q

on detecting plane DP, as indicated by the longest

dashed line PQ in the丘gure. If the slope at pointP

is 6, the reflected beam is given a change of29 in the

traveling direction and reaches point Q'on plane DP.
Then the angle formed by the reflected beam and the

z axis is 29 + β　From Fig. 8, thex coordinate of

beam spot Q'on plane DP is given by

xa-/tanβ-/tan(28+β)+xabr>　(9)
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Fig.8.DeflectionofthebeamspotondetectingplaneDP.Sam-
piesurfaceSisinsertedintobeampathCM-DP.Thetraveling
directionofthereflectedbeamischangedatpointPowingtothe

slope8ofsurfaceS.

wherexabristheaberrationgivenbyEq.(6).We

expandEq.(9)inthelowestorderofcp,d,and9;using

Eq.(7),weobtain

x*--2/6-2/Bや+xabr>(10)

where6<く1,ォp≪1,andd≪1.Thefirsttermof

Eq.(10)iswhatweneedtomeasuretheslopedistri-

butionofthesamplesurface.Thesecondtermis

causedbythefactthatthedistancebetweenpointP

anddetectingplaneDPvarieswithscanningangle(p.

Itsinfluenceonthemeasurementisignoredifmax-

imumscanningangle(pmaxislimited,asshownin

Subsection6.Bbelow.

C.TrackoftheBeamSpotProbingtheSampleSurface

Theincidentbeam'spathandthereflectedbeam's

patharenotonthesameplaneintheopticalsystem

showninFig.6,sothebeamspot'strackprobingthe

samplesurfaceisdeflectedfromastraightline.Be-

causederivinganequationforthedeflectioninthe

trackofthebeamspotisrathercomplicatedandis

notsoimportanthere,onlytheresultantequationis
shownbelow.

Itisassumedthatanangleformedbybeampaths

PM-CMandCM-SinFig.6is2y.Thenthedeflec-

tionfroma

isgivenby言traightlineinthetrackofthebeam

<2Ry.Ifthedeflecti。nislessthanb霊spotdiameterwonthesamplesurface,thebeam

spotstrackonthesurfaceisregardedasastraight
line.Thisconditionisgivenby

甲Ry<w. (ll)

5.EffectofthePositioningErroroftheSample

Theinfluenceonthemeasurementofthepositioning

errorofthesample'ssurfaceisdiscussedinthissec-

tion.

ItisassumedthatsamplesurfaceSshiftsby8zin
thedirectionofthezaxisinFig.5.ThenFig.8

恕昌toFig.9,wherethedistancebetweensurface

etectingplaneDPisI+5,.Thebeamre-
fleetedfromconcavemirrorCMreachespointPon

surfaceS,whichshiftsby8zfromitsoriginalposition.
ThebeamreflectedatpointPisincidentontodetect-

mgplaneDP,whichshiftsby28,fromitsoriginal

25t

-1 ーβ

エ ト当 C

20 …

一.. JD P Q L A

D -

-

2β+ β -
l 'L

sitio

l ー岩 Q ' zQ S 卜 C M

-サ'obs original

original ' ._ . position ofS, 」T̂ D

1+ 5,

Fig. 9. Effect ofpositioning error of sample surface S. The po-

sition ofS is shifted by 5;.

position. ReplacingI with/ - 5,inEq. (9), we derive

the x coordinateェ　ofpoint Q′ as

Xq-(/-8/)tanβ-(/-8/)tan(29+β)+*abr-　d2)

Displacement x。bs of the beam spot on the shi氏ed

detecting plane DP is equal toェ0 - 25z tan(28 + β).

Therefore, if8/ <ァc 1 and we expand displacementェ。bs
in the lowest order, we obtain

ェ。bs- -2(1 + 8/)6 - 2(1 + bt)dip2-d'甲3 - 25/9,

(13)

using Eq. (7). Coe伍cient (/ + 5Z) of the first and

second terms of Eq. (13) is found from the distance

between a detecting plane DP and surface S. The

fourth term, 28Zや, contains an error caused by a po-

sitioning error of sample surface S. Because this

term is a linear function of scanning angle 9 that is

proportional to the x coordinate of the probing posi-

tion, the in且uence of the error on the profile measure一

ment appears as a quadratic function of the x

coordinate. If it is necessary to eliminate the error,

the quadratic functional component should be sub-

tracted from integral of x。hs by the least-squares
method.

6. Experimental Setup

The configuration of the experimental setup is de-

scribed and the e汀or estimation for measuring a sur-

face profile ofa polygonal mirror along a 5-mm width
is shown in this section.

A. Configuration

The optical system of the setup was the same as

shown in Fig. 6. Light source L was a He-Ne laser,

and the laser beam emitted from it was collimated 5

mm in half-width by focusing lens FL. Spherical
concave mi汀or CM had an 80-mm diameter, a radius

of curvature ofR - 400 mm, and surface flatness h/4.

Itwas cutinto a 15 mm x 80 mm strip. The dis-
tance between concave mirror CM and surface S was

∫ - 200 mm, which was the focal distance of concave

mirror CM. In this condition, the half-width of the

beam spot diameter on surface S was w - 30 fxm.

Mirrors PM, SM, and HM had h/10 surface負atness.

20 July 2004 / Vol. 43, No. 21 / APPLIED OPTICS　　4161



LensDLwith100-mmfocaldistancewasachromatic.

DistanceAL,almostequaltodbetweenplanemirror

PMandsamplesurfaceS,was7mm.

ThePSDwasaHamamatsuPhotonicsK.K.model

S1880detector.TheoutputcurrentofthePSDis

proportionaltoboththebeamspotspositiononits

su血ceandthebeamsintensity.A氏ertheoutput

cu汀entofthePSDwasconvertedintoavoltagebyan
operationalampli丘er,itwasdividedbyavoltagepro-

portionaltothebeam'sintensitytoeliminatethede-

pendenceoftheoutputcu汀entonthebeam's

intensity.ABurrBrownMPY634analogdivider

wasusedforthedivision.Theoutputsignalofthe

processingcircuitdescribedabovewasfedtoacom-

puterthrougha12-bitanalog-to-digitalconverter.

Scannermi汀orSMwasmounteduponamotor

witha250-rpmrotatingspeed.Thedistancebe-

tweenscannermirrorSMandsamplesurfaceSwas

approximately200mm,sothescanspeedofthebeam

spotonsurfaceSwas5mm/ms.Becausethemea-

surementtimewas1ms,thesetupwasinsensitiveto
vibrationslowerthan1kHz.Thereforetheexperi-

mentcouldbeperformedwithnovibrationisolator.

B.ErrorEstimation

Becausepositioningerror5/ofthesamplesurface
couldbelessthan0.4mm,theratioof5,to/was10-3

Thereforewecanregardtheterm/+5zas/inEq.

(13),andaone-dimensionalsurfaceprofileisob-

tainedfromtheintegralofthefirsttermofEq.(13).

ThesecondtermofEq.(13)istheerrorthatde-

pendsonscanninganglecp.Theratioofthesecond

termtothefirsttermis(p2.Asasurfaceprofilewas

measuredalonga5-mmwidth,themaximumscan-

ninganglewas<pmax-2.5/200-10.Thevalueof

9max-10waslessthantheresolutionofthe

12-bitanalog-to-digitalconverter.Thereforethe

secondtermofEq.(13)couldbeignored.

ThethirdtermofEq.(13)indicatesthespherical

aberrationofthesphericalconcavemirror.Thera-
2,-3tioofthethirdtermtothefirsttermis[d-q>/{21%)]/R.
ItwasfoundfrommeasurementwithaVeecoInstru-

mentsWykoNT3300interferometerthattheroot

meansquareoftheslopedistributionofthepolygonal

mirrorwas6--1(T4.Becaused2<pmax7(2/6rms)/

R-106,thesphericalaberrationoftheconcave
mi汀orcouldalsobeignored.

ThefourthtermofEq.(13)causedbytheposition-

ingerrorofthesampleisthelinearfunctionof<p.

Theratioofthefourthtermtothefirsttermwas

a/甲/(2/Orms)-10.AsmentionedinSection5,

theinfluenceofthepositioningerrorappearsinthe

integrationofEq.(13)asthequadraticfunctional

component.Thiserrorcomponentwasderivedbya

least-squaresmethodandwassubtracted丘omthe

integrationoftheoutputsignaloftheprocessingcir-

cuit.Moreover,intheconditionthatsamplesurface

Swasnotparalleltothexaxis,thesignalhada

constantcurrentthatappearedasalinearcompo-

nentintheintegrationofthesignal.Thiscompo-

nentwaseliminatedinthesamemannerasthe

quadraticcomponent.

4162APPLIEDOPTICS/Vol.43.No.21/20July2004

We had 7 - 5/200 andやmヱIX2/i?7 - 0-001 mm for

inequality (ll). As w - 0.03 mm, inequality (ll)
was satis丘ed.

The angular speed of the scanner mirror is con-

stant, but the motion of the beam spot on the sample

surface is not constant, as shown by Eq. (7) and Fig.

8. The data were not sampled at a constant interval

with respect to the jc coordinate. The variation of

this spatial sampling interval is estimated here. If

the aberration and the slope B in Fig. 8 are ignored,

the x coordinate of the beam spot on surface S is given

byx - Itan β - / tan[(l - 2d)や】. Bydifferentiating

x with ip, we have

∂x

--/(l-2d)+V
∂q)

(14)

whered≪1andip≪1.Astherelativemagnitude

ofthevariationinthespatialsamplingintervalswas
2
<pmax/(1-2g0-10atmost,itwasconsideredthat
theslopedataweresampledataconstantspatial

interval.

7.ExperimentalTests

A.MeasurementofaStandardPlane

Whereastherootmeansquareofthepro丘Ieofthe

polygonalmirrorwas3.5nm,thesphericalconcave

mirrorhadasurfaceflatnessof¥/4-160nm,and

othermirrorshadX/10-63nm.Thereforewe

couldnotignoretheinfluenceofsurfacedistortionof

theopticalcomponents.Weestimatedthisin且u-

encebymeasuringa且atplaneasastandardplane

thatwasasquareplanemirrorwithsurface負atness

¥/20-32nm.

Apro別eFST,whichindicatesthein月uenceofsur-

facedistortionoftheopticalcomponents,wasob-

tainedinthefollowingway:(1)Theslopedatawere

collectedbyacomputer,andweobtainedaninte-

gratedvalueVsbynumericalintegration.(2)The

quadraticfunctionalcomponentVoftheintegrated

valueVswasderivedbyaleast-squaresmethod.(3)

Weobtainedaprofile

p。nents。ffswere乞=Vs-Vq.(4)Asfinecom-

。trequired,profilefswas
smoothedtoawidthofO.24mm,soFsTwasobtained.

ProfileFsTisshowninFig.10.ProfileFsTshows

distortionofbothplanemirrorPMandconcavemir-
rorCM.Toperformthepr06Iemeasurementwith

compensationforthisdistortion,oneshouldsubtract

profileFsTfromasurfaceprofileobtainedfromsteps

(l)-(3)oftheprocedureaboveforasamplesurface.

B.CalibrationandSurfacePro川eMeasurement

Asurfaceprofileofthepolygonalmirrorwasmea-
suredinsteps(l)-(3)oftheproceduredescribed

蛋:ve.Themeasuredprofileisdenotedfc.Itisex-

tedthatprofilefc-illbeproportionaltothetrue

faceprofile。fthep。Iyg。nalmirror.T。
determinethisproportionalityconstantαwealso

measuredtheprofilewithaWykoNT3300inter-

ferometer,andweeliminatedthequadraticnine-
tionalcomponentcontainedinthemeasuredpro丘le
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Fig. 10. Pr06Ie FST obtained from measurement of the standard

plane with入/20. Profile F^ shows the inauence of the surface

distortion of optical components used in the setup.

to obtain surface profile ft. We determined con-

stant α by using a minimizing equation

∑ (fi - αfc)¥　　　　(15)
l

where the subscript / means the position of the sam-

pie su血ce. In this experimental setup, constant α

was 0.99. Profile αfc and fi are shown in Fig. ll.

0.0　0.5　1.0　1.5　2.0　2.5　3.0　3.5　4.0　4.5　5.0

position (illnl)

Fig. ll. Measured surface profiles of a polygonal mirror.

α%。

The root-mean-square difference between profiles

afc and/, was 0.98 nm.

investigate the stability of the measurement by

this scan method, we repeated this measurement 20

times. The root-mean-square measurement repeat-

ability was 0.31 nm.

8. Conelusions

We have described one-dimensional surface profile

measurement by detection of the angular deflection of

a fast-scanning laser beam. Because the scanning

optical system consists principally of a spherical con-

cave mirror and a rotating scanner mi汀or, it has a

reasonably low cost and is insensitive to vibration

because of its high-speed measurement, of the order
of milliseconds.

Although the use of the concave mirror ideally of-

fers a nonaberrational and achromatic optical sys-

tem, the practical optical system丘nally decided on
involved deviations from the ideal deflection of the

laser beam. A theoretical analysis of the optical sys-
tem has made it clear that the in爪uence of the devi-

ations on the surface profile measurement can be

ignored in the experimental setup.

A surface profile of a polygonal mirror along a

5-mm width was measured with the setup. The
measurement time was 1 ms, and no vibration isola-

tor was needed. Compared with the surface profile

measured with a Wyko NT3300 interferometer, the
root-mean-square difference between the two mea-

sured surface profiles was 0.98 nm.
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